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COMPLETENESS OF IDEALS OF A BOOLEAN ALGEBRA
Boolean algebras, in which every ideal is m-complete, are investigated. A few equivalent conditions are discovered. Also Boolean algebras are investigated, in which an ideal is m-complete if and only if it is m' -complete for all m'< m.
The terminology of this paper is consistent with [4] . m always stands for an infinite cardinal. If [ a t}teT an m-inoexed set of elements of a Boolean algebra B then the join U a., if it exists in B, is said icube an essent 6 T tial (resp. an essentially infinite) m-join provided IJ a+ / ter x i U a + ^or every T' c T of power less than m (resp. for tei* t every finite T c T).
In particular, an m-partition j^b^.J. of the unit V of B is said to be an essential (resp. essentially infinite} m-partition of B provided there is no subset T' of T of cardinality less than m (resp. no finite T' c T) such that l_J b, = V. Obviously, an essential ter' 6-0oin is an essentially infinite 6-join and vice vei-Ba. The same holds true for 6-partitions.
A If thé Boolean algebra B is m*-complete for all m'< m or, if it satisfies the m-chain condition, then the following conditions are equivalent (a.) there exists an essential m-join (resp. an essentially infinite m-join) in B;
(fi) there exists an essential m-partition (resp. an essentially infinite m-partition) in B.
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Proof.
Suppose (a) is satisfied. Let U a+ tt T be an essential m-join (resp, an essentially infinite m-join) in B. By the lemma there exists a disjoint set Q of elements of B such that (J a^ = ^J q and Q refines the set : t e T| . teT qe Q Now we shall consider the case of B satisfying the m-ohain condition. Then 3 < m. Let us presume there is a subset H c Q, H < m (resp. H finite) such that LJ q = I I <* eH «
• By the refinement property to each q e H there corresponds a t^ e T such that q <a^ , whenoe i.e. wou ld fail to be an essential (resp. essentially infinite) m-join.
In case of B being m' -complete for all m'< m it is supposed that T is well ordered and there is defined a transfinite sequenoe b^ • a^ -^J a^i for every teT. t' < t By m' -completeness of B for all m' < m, from the above equality it is easily inferred that: b+ is well defined for every teT, the set Q • |b t : t e T]• is disjoint, it refines i t e T|, and U a t -u b t -u teT t£ T q e Q Further reasoning should be as it was in the first case.
-255 - (see Sikorski [5] ). On the other hand there are infinite Boolean algebras which do not admit essential m-join. In fact (for the case m = 6 see W.Sierpiriski [3J and H.Sikorski [4] ), let X be a set of cardinality greater than m, let F be a field of sets which is m*-complete for all m' < m and contains all subsets of I of cardinality at most m, finally let A be an ideal in F generated by the family of all subsets of X of cardinality less than m. In the quotient algebra F/A there is no essential m-join. We omit the proof of this fact here, since it would be a straightforward generalization of the one given by R.Sikorski, [4] , in case m = 6. The proof, similar to that one of Corollary 2, is omitted here.
Let us now consider the following condition (e) for every endomorphisms g on B, g is m-complete whenever it is m' -complete for all m 1 < m. Each of (a), (b), (c), (d) implies (e). The question, whether the opposite implication holds also true, remains open.
